Equations governing gas flow containing uranium hexafluoride and an inert carrier have been developed for mixtures typical of those used in aerodynamic isotope separation. In this report these equations are solved for a simple separation device (two-dimensional channel with external force). The numerical solutions are compared with the results obtained from direct simulation.
CONTENTS
Fluid dynamic separations have been able to achieve enrichment factors 5 to 10 times greater than gaseous diffusion, but have not in their present state of development offered any significant reduction in separative work.
Fluid processes have been examined to determine the methods which offer the greatest promise. 1, 2, 3 This analysis was based on equilibrium between the effective fluid dynamic forces and density gradients. The effective forces which appear in the fluid dynamic relations are· due to pressure gradients, external forces, temperature gradients, and viscous effects. The greatest separation was obtained by devices based on pressure gradients and, in order to obtain high separation factors, the uranium-containing gas UF 6 had to be combined with a light carrier, i.e., He or H 2 • The method of generating large pressure gradients which is probably most readily available is that using streamline curvature, such as devices using curved nozzles, COlliding jets, and vortex flows.
The colliding-jet devices appear to offer advantages over others by reducing viscous wall losses and thus yielding lower separative work. Experimental measurement of colliding jets have shown them to be superior to curved nozzles in certain flow regimes,4 but the lack of stability of the jet configuration for other regimes can result in poorer ability to separate isotopes. Experiments with incompressible colliding jets has shown the flow to vary from stable to unstable, depending on the separation distance between the interacting nozzles. 5
Isotope separation devices based on colliding jets meet the criteria for optimum separation determined in the equilibrium analysis and promise less separative work compared to other devices which meet the same criteria. The colliding jets are, therefore, considered one of the prime candidates for further investigation.
The flow field for the simple colliding jet configuration shown in The finite difference solution was carried out through a modified Lax differencing method.
Parametric sets of solutions were carried out for various nozzle designs. The particular parameters investigated include flow speed at nozzle exit, nozzle-separation distance, Knudsen number . of the flow, and the ambient-to nozzle-pressure ratio. The finite difference mesh system considered only the quadrant shown crosshatched in Figure 1 , the center line of the jets and mid-plane between the jets being considered a line and surface of symmetry. This simplification due to symmetry is applicable to stable flows, but probably would not predict the development of instabilities.
The results of the pure UF 6 analysis for simple colliding jets produced regions of relatively high separation (up to 1.03) but only a low through-put of enriched fluid was obtained at the high separation factors. Flow conditions which produced more acceptable through-put (10 to 200/0 of the total flow through the nozzle) were found to produce separation factors of 1.01 or less. These results are in general agreement with experimental measurements. 9
The pure UF 6 system does not meet the equilibrium criteria for optimum fluid dynamic separation; the addition of a light carrier gas is necessary. However, the carrier gas introduces problems in the fluid dynamic analysis due to the ineffectiveness of collisions between two molecules with disparate mass in driving the ,specie distribution functions to equilibrium. Thus, the NavierStokes equations which assume small deviation from equilibrium may no longer be valid. The development of a set of flow equations which are applicable to the disparate mass flows encountered in aerodynamic separation devices will be presented in the next section.
Fluid Dynamic Analysis
Development of the Flow Equations
The flow equations for a mixture of gas molecules containing species with disparate masses has been the topic of numerous investigations, 10, 11. 12,13 Typically the flow equations ,obtain ed by examining the Boltzmann collision integrals for particular collision models and the analysis is usually applied to a two-component mixture.
For this study the equations governing the flow were obtained from the examination of a test particle moving in a thermal bath of field particles. 14 This test particle analysis is somewhat similar to m ethods which have been found to be successful in developing equations for ionized gases. 15, 16 The analysis is applied to a ternary gas mixture containing 950/0 He, 4.960/0 U 238 F 6' 235 and 0.040/0 U F 6 • This gas mixture was examined to see if flow fields could be obtained that would generate nonequilibrium separation of the ga s species .
The individual species in the gas were examined to determine the flow regimes which should be considered in obtaining their governing equations. The ordering of interaction terms between the species was obtained from the test particle analysis. The flow equations could then be stated in terms of collision integrals.
The parameter which is most significant in determining the structure of the analysis appro- The species Knudsen number of the sp<:,cies with the smallest mean free path was taken as 0.01. Thus, the He and U 238 F 6 species can be considered as fluids in a multifluid calculation, but the U 235 F 6 must be considered separately.
The interactions between species which must be considered in a computational analysis of the flow can be determined by the number of collisions and the effectiveness of a collision in changing the species distribution function. The number of collisions per unit time per unit volume can be calculated from the cross section where V is the average relative velocity between the molecules of type 0. and type fl, o.fl the cross section for collision between 0. and fl.
The effectiveness of a collision in changing the species distribution function depends on the relative masses and velocities of the colliding partners. The relative effectiveness of collisions between the molecules in the UF 6 -He gas is calculated using a solution of the conservation equations based on point interactions.
The comparative effectiveness of collisions between the various species is evaluated by determining the number of collisions of a particular type required to effect an e-folding change in the speed of a test module entering a thermal bath. The collisional effectiveness parameter (E) is defined as the reciprocal of the number of collisions to produce an e-folding. The test molecules and the bath molecules are changed to determine the effectiveness of encounters between each possible species in the He -UF 6 gas in modifying velocity distribution functions. Relaxation times calculated using the test particle approach are in reasonable agreement with those obtained from the kinetic equation. 17 The calculated collisional effectiveness parameters of encounters for equal and unequal masses are 0.2 and 0.007, respectively.14 The relative ordering of the interaction terms in the transport equation can then be obtained from the product of \i and the collisional effectiveness parameter. Table I presents the relative ordering coefficients obtained from this analySis. He _ U 238 F The interaction between u 238 F 6 and He is almost negligible for the He gas; however, it is of greater significance than the other neglected interaction terms, and was therefore included in the governing equations.
Examination of the U 238 F 6 partial i'luid shows that the auxiliary partial fluid has an influence comparable to self interactions. This could result in deviations from acceptable partial fluid behavior for U 238 F 6 if there are significant differences in the thermodynamic parameters of the species. However, in the devices being considered, the flow areas in which this nonequilibrium condition could exist correspond to regions of low concentration of the heavy isotope.
The kinetic equations for each species The solution for the U 235 F 6 flow can then be calculated from the steady-state solution for the outer species.
The calculation was initially carried out for a simple separation device, namely the flow in a two-dimensional channel which is subjected to a body force at right angles to the flow direction (see Figure 2) . The transient equations for the heavy isotope and carrier gases were allowed to reach a steady state. The light isotope distribution was then calculated, assuming the pressure gradient produced by the major flow components to be balanced by the light isotope density gradient 18
where L refers to the light isotope, the unsubscripted variables refer to the major flow components, n is the molecular density, p the mass density, and P the pressure.
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Initial Velocity Profile I I I I I Figure 2 . Two-Dimensional Flow Channel Geometry 13 The mesh system used was 30 x 40, However, the concentration of UF 6 along the wall required a mesh with finer detail near the wa ll. A step-type coordinate stretch was applied near the wall in order to obtain the desired defirdtion in the UF 6 density; the stretch consisted of two reductions to a final mesh 25 times smaller near the wall than in the main stream (see Figure 3 ).
The density profiles obtained from the finite difference solution for He and U 238 F 6 are shown in The density distribution for U 235 F 6 obtained from the finit e difference code using the simple diffusion approximation is shown in Figure 6 . The results appear reasonable. However, quantitative data for comparison would be desirable before applying the code to more difficult The direct simulation method was developed to describe the flow of a ternary gas in a twodimensional channel subject to a strong body force perpendicular to the flow (Figure 2 again) . The magnitude of the body force is equivalent to the acceleration resulting from flow around a bend whose radius of curvature is equal to 5 Ilm.
The trajectories of the particles are followed using a combination of an Eulerian-Lagrangean coordinate system. This corresponds to an effective increase in the number of particles by an order of magnitude. The resulting program is applicable to lower Knudsen numbers than would be possible with a stationary reference frame.; The CDC 6600 computer is used for the calculations. Its memory size is adequate to follow 10, 000 particles at any given time. With the Lagrangean system this is equivalent to 100, 000 particles in a region H by H (Figure 2 ).
The calculations are started by placing 10, 000 randomly distributed particles in the region H where 0 < Y < Hand 0 < X < TO ' These particles are randomly assigned velocities which satisfy Maxwellian velocity distribution. This subregion is then observed as it moves downstream with the transport velocity. Particles are subjected to the body force , F. The particle trajectorie s, as described by Newton's equations, are altered by interparticle collisions and diffuse wall collisions. It has been found that the machine time required to directly simulate the interparticle collision is excessive to the point of being impractical. Consequently calculations to date have been made as follows . The region of interest is subdivided into 20 subregions. At each time step the collision frequency for each subregion is calculated based on local particle density.
Interparticle collisions are then calculated by randomly choosing the proper number of pairs of particles from this subregion so the calculated collision frequency is satisfied. A typical run on the CDC 6600 takes about 500 seconds. A CDC 7600 machine is expected to be available at Sandia within 6 months. This will increase the storage capacity by a factor of two and decrease the run time required by a factor of four.
Comparison of Monte Carlo and FlUid-Dynamic Methods
The direct simulation method described above and a finite difference solution of the equations derived earlier were applied to a gas at atmospheric pressure containing 950/0 He and 50/0 UF 6 flowing between the walls shown in Figure 2 . These percentages are characteristic of those encountered in current work in Germany. The results of the two methods are compared in Figures The coupled equations for UF 6 heavy isotope and He were solved for a simple separator (2-ilm high, 2-dimensional channel with external body force) using a modification of a finite difference code previously used for pure UF 6 flows. The UF 6 light distribution was then calculated using a simple diffusion approximation.
A Monte Carlo direct simulation calculation was developed to test the validity of the finite difference solution and to provide a calculation technique which could be used in certain flow regimes in which the finite difference code is not valid, i.e., high Knudsen number flows, The two-dimensional channel was solved using the Monte Carlo code. Comparison of the Monte Carlo and finite difference solutions are shown in Figures 4, 7 , and 8.
It is apparent from these results that there are flow regimes in which both the finite difference solution and the direct simulation solution can be applied to isotope separation devices. It would be desirable to increase the physical size of the device being considered. However, with the current CDC 6600 computer limitations this doesn't appear practical except for devices which display certain properties of symmetry. Increasing the physical size of the device for the numerical calculations is restricted only by the flow detail required of the numerical grid used. This limitation is not as restrictive as is the particle limit for the Monte Carlo method for many problems. It appears from the results of the sample calculation that the equation-ordering discussed under Fluid Dynamics Analysis is applicable to the flow regimes encountered in many aerodynamic separation devices.
The finite difference code will be used to obtain solutions for colliding jets with a terna ry mixture. The same single-quadrant calculation used in the pure UF 6 jets will be used initially to examine the de gree of improvement when an inert carrier is incorporated into the flo w. Examination of flow stability of the jet configuration using a finite difference method is difficult.
One has to be able to dete rmine whether instabilities are numerical or phy sica l in origin. The direct simulation method will therefore be used initially to investigate the stability of small-scale jets, and the methods of scaling stability criteria to jets of practical dimensions will be examined.
Our recent attempts to solve numerically the flow in curved nozzles have been unsuccessful b ecause of problems associated with subsonic bounda r y conditions. Solutions for curved nozzl es of practical dimensions and flow conditions are being developed based on a Monte Carlo method. It is expected that · this approach will eliminate the subsonic boundary problem inherent in a finite difference calculation. In addition, methods for overcoming problems associated with subsonic flows in finite difference solutions of internal flows is under investigation by F. Blottner of Sandia
Laboratories·
Improved techniques for c alculating the UF 6 light isotope distribution are being investigated.
The solution of the dyna mic equations for the UF 6 light isotope par ameters using a finite diffe renc e scheme and Monte Carlo solution of the collision integrals is being investigated under Sa ndia contract by S. M. Ye n at the University of Illinois, Urba na-Champa ign. Dr. Yen i s al so c ont r act e d t o examine the effect of differences in ga s-surface interaction between UF 6 and He o n direct simulation.. If this effe ct is found to be signific ant, the Monte Carlo codes wi ll be m odified t o include greater details of the mol ecular behavior at the channel sur face.
